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Abstract

Universal data compression methods often use an adaptive approach to reduce the amount
of storage a set of data takes. That means that the sequence is scanned only once and the
model used to compress the data is derived from the part of the data already scanned. In
situations where the sequence is fully known in advance, a semi-adaptive approach could be
used to compress the sequence as good as possible. Semi-adaptive means that first the whole
sequence is scanned to select a model and afterwards this model is used to code the sequence.
Therefore it is a two-pass algorit.hm. By using this approach it is possible to select globally
the best model. A drawback is that the model also must be send to the decoder.

The amount of compression feasible depends on the complexity of the sequence, which in
return is related to the model by which it is judged. This model can be seen as an interpreta
tion of the data. The Kolmogorov complexity gives a good idea of thinking about complexity:
the complexity of an object is the length of the shortest binary comput.er program that de
scribes the object.

The Ziv Lempel algorithm is an example of an adaptive method which parses the sequence
in unique components and gradually builds a model in this process. I have investigated the
splitting of the description of this model and the description of the sequence with this model
in this algorithm. This splitting is not very profitable, because the way of coding of the
adaptive method turns out to be very efficient.

The main part of the report deals with the semi-adaptive method I investigated, the jig
saw method. At first this method gains all the combinatorial information of the sequence
and puts it in a context tree. Then a model must be selected that compresses the sequence
optimally, i.e. a part of the context tree must be selected that serves as model for the coding
of the data. This tree must satisfy certain conditions with respect to its shape. The selection
of the model can be done in various ways, using local optimization or using a weighed context
procedure. This last procedure weighs ali possible models according to a certain weighing
factor, which is determined by the cost of the model and the cost of the index of the sequence
in the model. Therefore it can select a model as a result of averaging all possible models.

This selected model must be coded efficiently in order to send it to the decoder. First
the shape of the tree must be coded. This can be done using a K-E code or the catalan
number of the tree. Afterwards the combinatorial information along the tree (the counts)
must be coded. A lot of these counts are dependent and must be canceled out. Then the
independent counts must be send to the decoder using an Elias code or a lexicographical index.



After the model the sequence must coded using this model. This can be done using an
arithmetic coding procedure with probabilities derived from the context tree. These proba
bilities have to be adapted as the coding progresses to correspond with the future sequence.
An other way to code the sequence is by coding its lexicographical index in the set of possible
sequences with this model.

The results of practical tests show that this method doesn't perform very good, unless the
sequence carries a complex structure. Reasons for this are the non optimal selection of the
model and the redundancy in the coding of the model, especially in the coding of the counts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The world of data compression

In the progress of technology there is always a trend towards higher efficiency. This develop
ment is also seen in the area of information processing. As the bulk of information necessary,
or thought to be needed, for a lot of applications almost grows without limit, made possi
ble by the availability of cheap and fast memories and processors, the counter-movement of
limiting this uncontrollable amount of information to what is essential starts. Of course the
irreversible way is to throwaway the unnecessary information. Another more constructive
method is a trade-off between processor and memory. By compressing the data the memory
needed drastically lowers, at the price of computing time when the original is needed back.

Another trend seen in the technical world is that once a specific met hod or idea has
been proposed, an elaborating process of refining starts. The aim is to improve the method
quantitatively or qualitatively. This process also affects the field of data compression. By
data compression is mend a method to reduce the amount of storage needed for a given set
of data without throwing away the information-content, i.e. that its possible to reconstruct
the original from the compressed data. So one tries to get rid of the redundancy in the data.

Universal data compression

As one overviews the history of this field of research one sees that there are only few good
universal methods. A method is called universal if the method isn't designE'd for a specific
case, but for the general case. In the area of data compression this means that the method
is usable for all kind of sequences. Besides these universal methods there are a lot of data
compression methods which are more or less ad hoc solutions to specific problems implemented
by engineers who designed the system. Of course one can argue that this is the way the most
efficient compression is feasible, because designers know a good deal about a system and are
capable of seeing all the relevant dependencies. For example by knowing a lot about the
system it is possible to abbreviate the symbols needed and a lot of compression is possible in
such a way.

Almost all the universal methods described in the literature use an adaptive method in
compressing the data. That is, the method tries to learn about the data by building a model
of it as it progresses along the sequence. This learning can be used in estimating the next
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4

symbol or in trying to find repetitions in the sequence which can be coded efficiently. Most
methods use an one-pass algorithm, i.e. the data is scanned only once and the coding of the
present symbol is done with the part of the sequence already scanned. The research which is
laid down in this report deals with the data compression of a finite fully specified sequence.
The method however must deal with all kind of finite fully specified sequences and not just
with one specific sequence. Therefore the method must be universal.

Reason and objective of the research

The research started with a specific problem. The 'Nationale Lucht en Ruimtevaart labora
torium' (NLR) wished to write a program for the positioning of a satellite, by order of the
European Space Agency (ESA). One would install an alarm-program in the computer of the
satellite, but unfortunately its size was to big to fit in the processors memory. Two ways
remained: to redesign the complete processor or to compress the program. Common sense
choose to investigate the latter option. The problem then remained how to compress the
program. The program was fully specified and there was plenty of computational power to
compress it. The universal methods use a sub-optimal adaptive approach. So the research
started how to compress a sequence optimally, i.e. given a fully specified sequence and given
arbitrary large computational resources, what is the shortest description of the sequence.

The quest to the Grail and shifting of focus

During the research it became clear that searching for optimal compression is like a quest
for the Grail, which never ends. Optimal compression is related to a model and means
optimal with respect to that model. The number of possible models is infinite so the quest for
optimality is an endless one. The research thus shifted the focus to a more realistic goal: use
a semi-adaptive universal method in compressing the sequence and sees if it performs better
than adaptive methods. A semi-adaptive method is a method which first builds a model of
the whole sequence and then uses this model to code the sequence. Therefore it is a two-pass
algorithm, i.e. the data is scanned twice. By using a semi-adaptive method it is possible to
select globally the best model for a sequence, because the whole sequence is known before it
is coded. The method I investigated is based on counting all possible subsequences from the
sequence and trying to compress the sequence with this knowledge.

Overview of the report

In the next chapter the relation between complexity, model and compression is described.
It turns out that complexity is not an objective quantity and is related to the model used.
Compression is also dependent on model and complexity. In this chapter I also describe the
adaptive models used so far in compressing data.

In the third chapter semi-adaptive models are examined. The reason for using such models
are explained. The splitting ofthe description of the model and the description ofthe sequence
with this model is investigated, especial for the Ziv Lempel parsing method.

The next chapter describes the method I used for compressing sequences. I call it the
jigsaw method, by the similarity between the complexity of ajigsaw puzzle and the complexity
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measure with this compressing method. First is described how the selected model must be
transported to the decoder in order to inform it which model it must use. The description of
the model consists of the description of the shape of a tree together with the combinatorial
information of the counts of the sequence. Second the coding of the sequence with this selected
model is discussed.

Results of this method are stated in chapter five. I implemented a computer program to
simulate the compression and determined the performance of the method.



Chapter 2

Complexity, models and
•compreSSIon

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter I will describe various methods that are already used in compressing sequences
and measuring complexity. First J will discuss the relation between complexity, model and
compression. Then I will describe the Kolmogorov measure for complexity because this gives
a good intuitive way of thinking abOllt complexity. Finally I will discuss the parsing method of
Ziv and Lempel and the context algorithm of Rissanen as universal adaptive data compressing
methods, because these methods are connected with the method I have investigated.

2.2 Some philosophical thoughts

The first question which arises is what information is and how it can be measured. The
information content of a certain message is not equal to the length it takes in storing it in
a memory. This is only the size of the space a particular representation of the information
takes. A measure could be the semantic content of the message. However, it seems impossible
to obtain an objective measure on this content, because it depends on the person interpreting
the message. The solution is to accept that one cannot measure information of a single
message by itself. Information in its quantifiable sense relates not to what you do say, but to
what you could say. This involves a choice that can be made. This choice can be expressed
as a certain amount of information. According to this way of thinking, a large amount of
data may represent a small amount of information. To store one of two large books, given
that both are equally likely and given that is known that only these two books are possible,
requires only one bit of information. Information is related to choice. The more choice, the
more information is needed to specify that choice.

The amount of compression feasible for a sequence strongly depends on the complexity
of that sequence. A low complexity of the sequence can lead to a large compression. A
high complexity however, gives only a small feasible compression. The question arises what
the complexity of a sequence is. Roughly speaking, the complexity of a finite fully specified
sequence is a measure on the extend to which the given sequence resembles a random one.

6
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It is obvious that there is no absolute measure for the 'randomness' of a sequence for the
amount of randomness depends on the model by which the randomness of the sequence is
judged. For example a sequence of consecutive 10's is determined completely random by a
model which captures only dependencies of one symbol deep. However for a model which
captures dependencies of two symbols, this sequence is very regular. In practice however it is
possible to classify a sequence as random because it's 'random-looking'.

Every model used for compressing a sequence can be seen as an interpretation of the data,
because a specific model obtains a specific structure or dependency in the data and therefore
interprets the data according to that model. By interpretation and understanding of the
structure of a sequence it is possible to compress a sequence, because one can describe that
structure instead of specifying the whole sequence. Without model and interpretation every
sequence could be viewed as a random sequence.

In figure 2.1 I have depicted the dependency between complexity, model, sequence and
compression. Every arrow in the figure gives a dependency of one subject to the other.
The model which will be used for compressing the sequence should be determined by the
sequence which must be compressed. This modeling is necessary for predicting symbols of
the sequence, which in turn is necessary for obtaining compression. The complexity of the
sequence is determined by the sequence and the model used. The compression feasible, at
last, depends on the chosen model and the complexity of the sequence.

Sequence

Model Complexity

Compression

Figure 2.1: Relation between complexity, model and compression

A good measure for the complexity should classify most sequences to be complex ones,
for the number of simple sequences is finite (there are only a finite number of simple models)
and the number of all sequences is infinite.

2.3 Kolmogorov complexity

One measure for complexity is the so-called Kolmogorov complexity, see [KoI6.5]. Kolmogorov
defined the algorithmic complexity of an object to be the length of the shortest binary com
puter program that describes the object.
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Let x be a finite sequence and let U be an universal computer. The output of this computer
fed with program p will be denoted as U(p). The Kolmogorov complexity Ku(x) of a string
x with respect to an universal computer U is defined as

Ku(x) = min l(p),
p :u(p)=,;

the minimum length over all programs that print x and halts.
So this measure links the notion of complexity to that of an algorithm by which the

sequence is generated. Thereby it makes the complexity independent of encoding and of the
computer implementation. If U is an universal computer, then for any other computer A,

for all strings x E {O,l}*. C.A is the cost of prefixing the program of computer A with a
program that simulates computer A on computer U.

This Kolmogorov complexity gives a good intuitive way of thinking about complexity.
It is also a good measure in a certain way because most sequences are indeed complex by
this measure because there are only few short programs. This measure however is not very
practical because it also accounts for the a cost of the method. A computer program consist
in general of an algorithm (usually called the program) plus the data it processes. The length
of the program which executes the method by which the sequence is compressed is usually
not added to the cost of the encoding of the sequence, because the program can also be
used for other strings to be compressed. With the Kolmogorov complexity measure it is
however also taken into account. For example in the compression method of Ziv and Lempel
the length of the encoding or decoding program is usually not added to the length of the
compressed sequence, when calculating the compression factor. In the original problem of the
NLR (see introduction) however, the complexity of the data must certainly be measured with
the Kolmogorov complexity.

Furthermore, with this measure it is not obvious how abstract the description of the string
may be. It is nonsense for example to describe a book by its ISBN numher, although it gives
an unique description of the book. The Kolmogorov complexity of the book would then be
the length of the program that says: print the book with that ISBN number.

2.4 Parsing method

Finite state complexity

Lempel en Ziv suggested another complexity measure [LZ76]: the complexity as the number
of new patterns along a sequence. So they put complexity in the context of a simple self
learning machine. This finite state machine, as it scans the sequence, adds a new word to its
memory every time it discovers a substring of consecutive symbols not previously encountered
along the string. The complexity of this sequence is the number of parsings in the history
of the build up. A history H(S) of a sequence S is a build up of components or substrings
S( i,j):
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A component is called exhaustive if this component is the longest word currently not detected
along the sequence. A history is called exhaustive if all components are exhaustive, possibly
without the last one. It can be proven that every nonnull sequence S has an unique exhaus
tive history. This history will be denoted by E(S). Now the complexity is the number of
components in this exhaustive history,

c(S) = IE(S)I.

This number is also the minimum of the number of components in each history of S, thus
c(S) ~ m.

So Lempel and Ziv linked the notion of complexity to the growth of a dictionary of the
string. This approach has the drawback that the measure is only based on a few subsamples
of the sequence. Therefore its sensitive to statistical errors. The complexity of the reversed
or circularly shifted version of the sequence is most often not the same as the original one,
although one would assume that the complexity is the same. Thus this complexity measure
has also some drawbacks.

Ziv-Lempel compression

By this way of measuring complexity and defining the model a number of different methods
shows up that will achieve compression. Ziv and Lempel suggested two methods which are
based on a prescribed parsing rule to find duplicate occurrences of data and encoding the
repeated parts with some special codeword identifying this data. Both methods use an incre
mental approach, such that the data is passed only once. They use a greedy parsing technique
to prevent long computations to find the optimal parsing. The claim is that this parsing is
asymptotic optimal. Suppose that a string X(l, i-I) is parsed into p - 1 segments:

X(l,i -1) = X(1)X(2) ... X(p-1)

for some integers i and p.
Suppose that without loss of generality the alphabet A consist oftwo symbols, A E {O, 1y.

Further an incremental parsing rule is defined and there are already p - 1 segments parsed
off. Two methods are defined to parse the next segment:

• The first method then parses off the longest string that satisfies

X(i,j)=X(k,k+l)x, O~k<i, O~l, xEA,

this string will become X(p) and is encoded into (k,l,x). This parsing rule could be
viewed as a simple copying procedure, where the next parsing is the longest copy possible
from the thus far parsed sequence, innovated with one extra symbol. This method is
described in [ZL77].

• The second method parses off the longest string satisfying

X(i,j) = X(q)x, q < p, x E A,

as X(p). X(p) is then encoded into (q, x). This parsing rule parses the sequence into
components which it encountered earlier in the parsing process, added with an one
symbol innovation. Its parsings form a vocabulary with a prefix property, Le. if a string
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Xy, X E A*, yEA' is in the string table, then the string X is also in this table. After
encoding a parsed string, this string is added to the vocabulary. This vocabulary could
most naturally be represented as a binary tree. At first the tree consist solely of the
root with two branches. For each parsing the symbols of the string follow a path in the
tree, starting with the root, until it reaches a leaf. The index of the leaf is encoded and
the tree is extended such that the leaf becomes an interior node with two new leaves.
This method is described in [ZL78].

This last parsing method is a kind of variable to fixed coding scheme. The variable length
segments, or the paths from root to leaves otherwise stated, are coded into the index in the
tree which has for a given interval of the size of the tree, 2"-1 < i ::; 2", a fixed length i.
Thereby the length of the coded sequence is only dependent of tIle number of parsings k, and
not of the content of the original string. It is easily seen that the number of leaves of the k th

tree T(k) equals k +2. So the length of the codeword of this parsing is l(k) = flog(k +2)1.
Here and further on log z =log2(z) and rz1 is the smallest integer not less than z. So the
code length of the first k parsings is given by

.1:-1
L(k) = 'Lflog(i +2)1

i=O

For this method it is proven that it achieves asymptotically optimum compression for
strings generated by any stationary ergodic source. Asymptotical optimum compression
means that for a given input sequence x the compression ratio PZL(X) satisfies

PZL(X) ~ H(X) with probability 1.

The finite-state compressibility PZL( x) of x is defined as

Pzdx) = lim PECo)(X).-00
where s is the number of states of an encoder E and PE(3)(X) denotes the minimum compression
ratio achievable with an encoder with s states.

To achieve asymptotical optimum compression it is needed that most segments gets asymp
totically a length which is equal to minus the log of their probability. Thus a segment of
probability peS) gets a length of -log peS). Because this method is a variable to fixed
scheme the segments should also get a equal probability.

Although this method is optimal in the asymptotic case it converges very slowly. For
most memoryless sources the rate of convergence is of O(l/log L) with L the length of the
sequence (see [ST90]).

One drawback of these parsing methods is that the vocabulary grows beyond all bounds as
the input sequence tends to infinity. Nevertheless the string table grows too slow, especially
in the beginning, to achieve this optimum compression ratio, because to capture dependencies
between positions that have an interval of k bits between them, the vocabulary should grow to
about 2.1: symbols. Before this requirement is reached, we run already out of string. Another
viewpoint is that the string table grows too fast in the end, so that the number of parameters
gets to large to achieve optimum compression.

A second drawback is that this method cannot capture dependencies that fall outside a
block. For a large class of strings where symbols interact in two or more dimensions it is
ineffectively to produce one-dimensional parsed segments.
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2.5 Context gathering

11

According to Rissanen in [Ris83] the above describe parsing method achieves good compres
sion through its convenient data gathering capability. However the Ziv Lempel method is
not good where data interact in two or more dimensions. A more powerful method must not
partition the string into parsed segment. It is better gathering contexts where each symbol
appears together with its associated conditional counts and probabilities. These contexts
have varying size and are in general overlapping. It is important to collect only the relevant
contexts, because else too much working space is required. Therefore it is necessary to rank
the contexts according to a certain rule. After all relevant contexts are gathered an unique
context has to be selected for each symbol in the string for the coding of this symbol. As,
generally speaking, the achieved compression improves with the size of the context, which in
turn increases the number of contexts and the complexity of the model, a cost is given to
each context. This cost is a balance between the incremental gain in compression due to its
addition to the context space and the complexity of the resulting model. This means that
with a good choice of the design parameters the complexity of the model can be bounded, in
contrary with the Ziv Lempel algorithm, where the model grows beyond any bound.

A major advantage of this context algorithm is that is can utilize a sorting function, which
sorts the past string x(l)··· x(t - 1) to define a context for the present symbol x(t). This
makes it possible for this method to interact in higher dimensions or to sort the past string to
its relevant parts. The algorithm makes use of a context tree, where all previous encountered
contexts are gathered. In the case the input alphabet .A is binary this is a binary tree with the
null string Aas the root. From the node representing string x there is a branch corresponding
to each symbol a E .A which is connected to the successor node, associated with string ax.
This context tree grows as the sequence passes through the algorithm, because each time a
context is detected, the counts at this context are incremented. In each node, which represents
a context, the number of times this context is followed by a certain symbol is gathered. So in
the binary case the number of occurrences of the string zO and zl are gathered in the node
with context z. These counts are denoted by c(O,z) and c(l,z) respectively. By c(z) the sum
of the counts at node z are denoted.

For the coding of the current symbol u = x(t) with a context z, one can say that out of
c(z) occurrences of context z the event u occurs c(u, z) times. The conditional probability of
the symbol u in context z is then defined as

P(ulz)= c(u,z)
c(z) + 1

If however a symbol u is not yet observed in a context z, this does not mean that it will not
occur in the future, so the probability in this case must not be zero. Therefore

1
P(ulz) = if c(u, z) =O.

c(z) + 1

This is however only likely in the first part of the string, the normal case is the one above.
The context tree generated by this algorithm includes all the past contexts of the symbols

of the string. The question then is which node should be picked as the context for x( t). If
this context z*(t) is already selected the coding can be simply done using the conditional
probabilities defined above. The optimal code length is given by -logP{x(t)lz*(t)} and the
total code length for the total sequence is the sum of these individual code lengths. This
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suggests an approach for selecting the context z· as the node z where P{ulz} deviates most
from ~. This rule would minimize the binary entropy H(U;z) = -plogp - (1 - p)log(1 
p), p = P(Olz) and the per symbol code length. The problem is however that with this
context selection rule the number of contexts z·(t) increases with t, even when the string is
generated by an independent information source.

Therefore a bound on the number of contexts is necessary. Best would be as the algorithm
itself sets the bound as it processes the string. Then it is necessary to associate a cost with
a context z and accept the context z only if its reducing in the conditional entropy exceeds
this cost. The increase in the conditional entropy due to the fusion of two context zO and z1
into one context z is given by

~(t,z) = H(UIZ') - H(UIZ) = P(z)H(U;z) - P(zO)H(U;zO) - P(z1)H(U;z1),

where Z' is the reduced context set. Now the context selection rule can be stated as follows:
define the context z·(t) for the symbol x(t) to be the node in the context tree with the greatest
length (or depth) Izi along the path defined by the past sequence such that

logt
~(t,z) > -t-'

while
Izi ~ ,6 log t

and

min{c(zO),c(z1)} ~ ~.
vlOgt

Here a and ,6 are used to determine the range of nodes to be searched for. The first bound is
in most cases satisfied automatically, because the depth ofthe entire tree is of order logt. The
purpose of the second bound is to make sure that the counts grow at the selected contexts.
The count c(z) for a string generated by a stationary source grows as Po(z)·t. The probability
of Po(z) tends to zero as the length of z grows. This is why the multiplier of t in the second
bound is taken as a function that tends to zero as t grows.

By this selection rule a cost of log tit is associated with each context. This rule also
minimizes the combined cost of H(UIZ) + (IZllogt)lt. This minimization is local, Le. the
split of a leaf into two new leaves or the fusion of two leaves into one will increase this sum.
This cost for each context can be naturally justified by the observation that each count is
proportional to t, so it takes log t bits to write down each count. So the cost per context can
be determined as log tit.

Weinberger, Lempel and Ziv introduced another method to estimate the source model
[WLZ92]. They attain in a different way the asymptotically lower bound of Rissanen on
the difference between the expected per-symbol length of the codeword and the per-symbol
entropy. This bound is equal to kl2 . log nln , with k the number of free pa.rameters in the
source model and n the length of the string. They use the concept of stability in deriving
an estimator for the whole set of states of the source. Roughly speaking, a word w is said to
be stable if for every string u the transition probabilities for wand uw are the same up to
an arbitrarily small Eo This € is a function of the length of the scanned input i and equals
€(i) = K~ with K > 2m

- 1 + 1 in the bina.ry case. Here m equals the maximal depth of the
model. This €( i) is used to determine the shortest suffix wt of the previous input x( i - m, i)
that is (€, m)-stable. This word wt is used to determine the probability of the next symbol
P(xi+dwt).



Chapter 3

Semi-adaptive methods

3.1 Semi-adaptive versus adaptive methods

The methods for encoding sequences can be divided into three categories.

• Static methods: the method uses a fixed model for coding the message, independent
from the content of the message. For universal methods this is of course a useless
method.

• Adaptive methods: the method uses a model based on the part of the message already
transmitted, and can therefore use a one-pass algorithm. The model needs not be send to
the decoder, because the decoder has also the part of the message already transmitted
to its disposal. The method tries to adapt the model to match the sequence. The
assumption of this method is that knowledge from the pa.st ca.n be used to code the
sequence of the future. A scheme for this method is found in figure 3.1.

Stream of symbols

Error free
communication
channel

Stream of symbols

Prior
Context

Figure 3.1: Adaptive encoding of messages
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There are a few disadvantages with respect to this method. The first is the zero
frequency problem. If a symbol has not yet occurred, it must however get a positive
probability, because it has not a probability zero (with infinite code length). Unfor
tunately, there is no way of computing what this small probability should be, it's a
arbitrary choice. The second problem is that of collecting accurate statistics. For each
context the counts should be as large as possible so that statistical errors are minimized.
On the other hand the number of contexts should be large enough so that the probabil
ities accurately reflect the current context. Before accurate statistics for each context
are gathered, we already run out of string.

Despite these problems there are many advantages to adaptive models. In their simplest
form they start with no statistical information, and can therefore be used for many
different types of data. This in contrary with static methods. Other advantages are
their flexibility and robustness. Furthermore, the best figures of attained compression
ratio for various data with practical algorithms are all from adaptive methods.

• Semi-adaptive methods: the method first scans the whole message to determine the
model. It selects the appropriate model, sends it to the decoder and afterwards encodes
the message according to this model. Therefore this method is two-pass. The advantage
is that all the data is known beforehand, and the best model can be selected. A drawback
that the model must be send to the decoder. In figure 3.2 a overview of this method is
given.

2
String of symbols

Model
description I 2

Error free
communication
channel

Model I 2
description

String of symbols

Figure 3.2: Semi-adaptive encoding of messages

At first thought this method could perform better than an adaptive one, because knowl
edge of the remaining part of the sequence is used for coding the future part of the
sequence. However, a few objections to this thought can be formulated. The first one
is that the model also has to be send to the decoder. Therefore an adaptive method
could perform better, despite the selecting of the best model with the semi-adaptive
method. A second objection is even stronger. It says that a one-pass algorithm can
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always perform as good as a two-pass algorithm. This can be seen as follows. First
scan with a two-pass algorithm all possible sequences of length n. Then select the best
model for these sequences, that is design for each sequence a code. Then use this model
to code a message of length n with a one-pass algorithm. It always performs at least as
good as the two-pass algorithm. However, this is not easily implementable because one
must encode not only the actual data, but also all other possible sequences.

3.2 Splitting model and code of the Ziv Lempel algorithm

In the Ziv-Lempel algorithm the tree of parsings is gradually build up. So the tree is implicitly
described as the number of parsings grow. There is no strict boundary between the description
of the model (the tree) and the description ofthe actual path which must be taken (the index),
these are interwined. Because I am interested in semi-adaptive methods where the encoding
of the used model and the description ofthe string with this model is split, I have investigated
the splitting of these two also in the Ziv-Lempel algorithm.

Therefore it is necessary to compute the number of original sequences which are possible
with a given tree of parsings (see [ST90]). Let T(t) denote this parse tree after t parsings. For
case of simplicity assume that the input alphabet A is binary, so the parse tree is binary too.
Denote by T( t) the set of all complete binary trees with t internal nodes. To every sequence
of parsings there corresponds only one tree T(t). To every tree T(t) E T(t) however there
corresponds M[T(t)] ~ 1 parsing sequences. For this sequence of parsings X(1)X(2) ... X(t)
the prefix property must hold, i.e. that X(i) is a prefix of X(j) implies i < j. It is seen from
this fact that all parsing sequences which generate the same tree T(t) have the same total
length n[T(t)]. A tree T(k) E T(k) can be seen as constituted of two smaller trees T(ko - 1)
and T(k1 - 1) stemming from the two branches of the root of T(k), where ko + k1 = k. See
figure 3.3.

T(k)

Figure 3.3: Tree with its two subtrees

In order to produce the possible parsings for T( k) it is necessary to produce, for all a E A,
all ka - 1 parsings for T(ka - 1), each prefixed by the letter a and set in the right order for
the parse tree T(ka - 1). These parsings should be preceded by the parsing a itself. The
parsings from the different subtrees T( ka - 1) however can be intermixed freely because they
start with a different letter and can be no prefix of each other. This results in the following
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recursion:
k!

M[T(k)] = ko!k
1
!!!. M[T(ko - 1)]

With this formula it is possible to compare the different costs of splitting the description of
the tree and the possible parsings or leaving these interwined as in the Ziv-Lempel algorithm.
These comparisons are stated as numerical results. For a text file and for a non-text file of
different length the results are stated in table 3.1. From this table can be seen that it is not
very profitable to split the model and the index in the Ziv Lempel method. Especially for
large and complex source strings the gain is minimal or even negative.

Table 3.1 Testresults of the model slicing
length of text parsings length of ZL-code tree-length M[tree] total

file (bytes) (bits) (bits)
10 10 105 81 22 103
20 18 208 155 52 207
50 27 339 239 80 319

100 33 399 295 92 387
200 75 1005 690 302 992
500 131 1849 1209 591 1800

1000 284 4317 1707 1618 332.5
2000 508 8134 4773 3208 7981
5000 1052 17952 9907 7807 17714

10000 1733 30891 16334 13929 30263

length of non-text parsings length of ZL-code tree-length M[tree] total
file (bytes) (bits) (bits)

10 7 73 53 11 64
20 15 165 127 38 165
50 24 286 211 70 281

100 39 489 351 134 485
200 67 885 615 280 895
500 162 2345 1509 872 2381

1000 388 6094 3641 2568 6209
2000 765 12747 7198 5727 12925

An explanation for this result can be found in the fact that the Ziv Lempel method is
successful in splitting data into parsings so that most source strings that are parsed into k
parts are about equally probable (for large k). Thus it is not reasonable to assign variable
length codewords to these strings as we did by splitting the model and the data.



Chapter 4

Jigsaw method

4.1 Description of the model

4.1.1 Introduction

In the first section of this chapter I will give an overview of the jigsaw method. Afterwards, in
the following sections I will present a more detailed description of the elements of the method.

The goal was to find a method that is optimal, i.e. given a finite fully specified sequence
and sufficient computational resources find a method that compresses the sequence optimally.
During the research it became clear that this is like a quest to the Grail, and so the goal became
somewhat more realistic: restrict the searching for optimal compression to a model that is
semi-adaptive and uses (only) all combinatorial information about the sequence. Minimize
with this method the description length of the sequence.

4.1.2 The context tree

So given is a fully specified sequence X = x(l)x(2)··· x(t) which should be compressed. All
subsequences Sj = b1b:z ... b" of length [ and consisting of components bj E {O,"', D - I} with
take their value in the D-ary input alphabet A, to a given maximal length [mar of the original
sequence are counted. These counts cx(Sj) are gathered and put in a so called context tree T.
This is a tree where each node represents a context or subsequence Sj of the total sequence.
Each node contains (in the binary case) the number of zeroes and ones that have followed this
context (subsequence) in the original sequence. This is presented in the tree as an ordered
pair (no,nd = (cx(SjO),cx(s;l)). This tree is generated in the following way: Start with a
tree of given depth with all counts along the nodes equal to (0,0). Now start with the first
symbol of the sequence x(I). The count in the root cX(Ax(I)) is incremented with one. I.e.
nr(l) = nr(l) + 1. Now descend the tree to the context Sj = x(I). Increment the count in
question (cx(x(1)x(2))). Again descend the tree to the next context Sj = x(1)x(2). Continue
with this procedure until a leaf is reached and its count is incremented. Then go back to the
root and proceed with the next input symbol until all t input symbols are used. An example
is given in figure 4.1. In this example can be seen that one zero and no ones follow context

17
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100 (the second leaf in the tree) in the original sequence. This context tree is first described
by Rissanen in [Ris83].

(2,4)

(4,5)

(0,1 )

(1,0)

(0,2)
~ = 010111100010111

(1,1)

(1,0)

(1,2) Italic &ub&cript: contcxt (nb&equence) oj node

(0,2)

(2,1 )

Figure 4.1: Example of a binary context tree

4.1.3 The optimal model

Because the Ziv-Lempel method achieves optimal finite state compression in the asymptotic
case, my method builds on this basis in searching for repetitions in the sequence. As the
context gathering algorithm shows, the segments in which the string is parsed should not
partition the sequence, but they should overlap. By this approacll the dependencies between
the symbols can be fully taken into account. By introducing more inter-symbol dependency it
is possible to achieve more compression, because the entropy per symbol -kH(XN) decreases
as the block length N increases.

The reason for gathering all counts of subsequences is that if one knows all the combina
torial information of the sequence it must be possible to select globally the optimal model for
this sequence. Optimal means that the cost of describing the model plus the cost of describing
the sequence with this model is minimal. Selecting a model means in my method selecting a
specific part of the context tree, which will be used for the coding of the sequence and which
will be send to the decoder. However, it turns out that selecting globally the best model is a
problem, there are no good methods for this. Therefore methods must be found to approach
the selecting of the best model. Pragmatic reasons helps to overcome this problem.
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4.1.4 FSMX sources

19

By this selecting of an optimal tree one assumes that the source of the original sequence is a
FSMX source. A FSMX information source generates a sequence {xth=-oo,oo of symbols in
the D-ary input alphabet .A == {O,"" D - I} whose statistical behaviour can be described
by means of a suffix set S. This suffix set S is a collection of strings {s(1),s(2),··· ,s(ISIH
which is proper and complete. A string is a sequence of symbols 8 == b1- 1b2- 1··· bo with
b_i E {O,' .. ,D - I} for i == 0,1- 1. The length of this string is 1, sometimes written as 1(s).
Properness of the suffix set implies that no string in S is the suffix of any other string in S.
Completeness guarantees that each semi-infinite string 8_00 == ... b_ 2b_ 1bo has a suffix that
belongs to S. A string s == b1- 1b2_ 1... bo is called the suffix of a string 8' == b;_I,b;_11 ... b~
if 1 < l' and b_i == b'-i for i == 0,1 - 1. The empty string ,\ is the suffix of all other strings.
The properness and completeness of the suffix set makes it possible to define a state function
1 that maps semi-infinite strings S_oo onto an unique suffix 8 in S, hence I(s-oo) == s if s is
a suffix of S_oo and s E S. A FSMX sources can now be described as follows. Assume that
up to now the source has emittl."d the sl."mi-infinite output sequence x~-~ == ... ,Xt_2,Xt_l'

The state function now gives the actual state of the source St == I(x~-~) which means that
the probability distribution of the next source output Xt is fully determined by St. Hence
Pr{Xt == xlx~-~} == P(xl/(x~-~)), for x E {O,"', D - I}, where P(xI8) is a probability
distribution on {O,"', D - I} for each 8 E S. All FSMX sources with the same suffix
set are said to have the same model. An important number connected to a. model is lSI, the
cardinality of the suffix set. In the binary case where each distribution on {a, I} is specified by
one parameter, we need lSI parameters to specify all distributions P(xls),s E S. Therefore
we say that the number of free parameters of the model is lSI. FSMX sources were first
described by Rissanen [Ris86]. These sources form a subclass of the set of sources defined
by finite state machines ('FSM's) and a.n extension ('X') of the class of finite order Markov
sources. By picking S as the set of all strings of length m we get a Markov source of order m.
Taking S == ,\ makes the source memoryless, i.e. having order 0. The selection of the model
can be optimal if the source of the original string X is a FSMX source. This means that the
next input symbol should only be dependent on a certain number of previous input symbols.
It is not likely that this condition is a severe restriction for achieving optimal compression.

4.1.5 Overview of the jigsaw procedure

After selecting the best model this selected model must be transmitted to the decoder, in
order to inform to the decoder which model to use. The description of the model consist
of a description of the selected context-tree and a description of the counts along the tree.
Fortunately a lot of counts are dependent, so not all counts have to be transmitted. Only the
free parameters of the model must be send to the decoder. After the model is send to the
decoder the description of the sequence in this model must be send. In general more source
strings with this model are possible, so the lexicographical index of the sequence in the set of
all possible sequences with this model must be send to the decoder.

The name of the jigsaw method is chosen by the similarity between a jigsaw- puzzle and
the coding of the sequence in the best way. By selecting a good context tree the number
of possible sequences is low, because the subsequences fit only in a specific way. The puzzle
can be time-consuming, surely the coding of the sequence, because the shape of the pieces of
the puzzle must be determined too. The total of the description of the shape of the puzzle
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and the number of possible ways of combining the pieces forms the description length of the
jigsaw-puzzle and the jigsaw-complexity of the sequence. This description length is to be
minimized, without losing information of the picture of the puzzle.

4.2 Count description

4.2.1 Introduction

In this section I will discuss how to represent the counts of a given context tree in an efficient
way. The description of the counts must be send to the decoder to inform the latter which
model it must use.

4.2.2 Counting

The counts at the nodes of the tree T, which constitute the subsequences which will be
counted in the original string, are not stationary. This means that circular shifted versions
of the original string don't have the same counts. This is because a substring consisting of a
suffix of the original string X plus an extension, Sj = x(t-I. 1 + l)x(t-I. 1+2)··· x(t)b l b2 ••• b",
(of length 1. 1 +1.2 + 1) has a count C.l' (s;) which is one less than could be expected because
the original string ends with this suffix and no extensions can be counted. To get round
this problem I choose to count the string circular, i.e. imagine the string laid round the
circumference of a circle with the end next to the begin and counting the subsequences
around the circumference in a circular way.

The context tree T should be a prefix-complete tree, Le.

for each node (XSj) E T, Sj E A*, x E A there exists for all bE A\{x} a node (bs j) E T
(4.1)

The reason for this condition is that a complete tree can be coded efficiently. Further I choose
to select only a tree that is suffix-complete:

for each node (Sjx) E T, Sj E A*, x E A there exists for all bE A\{x} a node (sjb) E T
(4.2)

This condition usua.lly gives more nodes in the tree, because it might be necessary when
adding a context to the tree to add some extra nodes to satisfy this condition. Therefore the
cost of describing the model increases. The advantage of a tree that satisfies this condition is
that it makes it easy to calculate the number of sequences which are possible with this tree.
Further I will show that it also gives an equal ratio of dependent versus independent counts
independent of the shape of the tree.

4.2.3 Dependent counts

There are a lot of dependent counts at the nodes of the tree. Here I will describe how to
obtain the independent ones. As I will show, the number of independent counts is only related
to the size ofthe tree, not to the shape of the tree. The dependent counts can be traced with
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a set of equations that can be stated for a given tree. Because we look at a stationary tree,
where the counts are of the circular string, the following equalities hold:

V.,ET CX(Si) =L CX(Sib) =L cx(bsi)
bEA bEA

(4.3)

with T the context tree and with A the alphabet. The last part of the above equation, called
the prefix equation, is trivial: the counts at a parent node is the sum of the counts of its
childs. Because only complete trees are taken into account, all interior counts are dependent
counts and need not be transferred. That means that in the worst case a.Il counts at the leaves
of the tree are independent and need to be given.

The first part of the equation, the suffix equation, however is not so trivial. It wiIl not
hold for every interior node. Only for those interior nodes Si which satisfies the condition
VbEA Sib ETa equation is possible. However not all equations gathered in this way are
useful ones, they contain dependent ones.

(o,p)

(q,r)

(s,t)

(u,v)

(w,x)

(y,z)

(e,f)
(a,{3)

Cf,b)

level

I

II

III

prefix equations

a=c+e'
b=d+f

c=g+i
d=h+j
e=k+m
f=l+n

g=o+q
h=p+r
i=s+u
j=t+v
k=w+y
I=x+z

m=o+r
n=.8+6

suffix equations

a=c+d
b=e+f

c=g+h
d=k+1
e=i+j
f=m+n

g=o+p
h=w+x
i=q+r
j=y+z
k=s+t

1=0+.8
m=u+v

n=r+6

independent

suffix equations

d=e

h=i

I=m

p=q

.8=r

j=y+z

k.=s+t

30 counts
14 prefix equations
7 suffix equations
9 independent counts

Figure 4.2: Example of the number of independent counts of a full tree

Let's first look at the binary case, i.e. A = {O, I}. To get the independent equations
one starts to determine which counts are equal. That means LbEA cx(bsi) = LbEA CX(Sib) =
OSi + lSi = SiO + Si 1. The only two possible solutions are Si = 00...0 where Si 1 = lSi and
Si = 11...1 where SiO = OSi. For every level of the tree (a level in the tree is the set of nodes
with the same distance to the root) this gives two equations, except for level 1 (level 1 is
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the root) which gives only one equation. The other independent equations for a particular
level can be obtained by stating the suffix equations for all counts in that level except for the
counts of the nodes 00...0, 11...1 and the nodes already used earlier in suffix equations of a
lower level. I will illustrate this with the example of figure 4.2. For level III in this example
the independent suffix equations are given by p = q, {3 = 'Y (the two first equations, obtained
by cx(OOOI) = cx(1000) and cx(1110) = cx(OI11)) and by j = y + z and k = s + t (the
only two counts not used earlier in previous levels (h, i, 1, m) and not of node 00 and node 11
(g,h,m,n).

It turns out that the ratio ofthe independent counts and the total number of counts is in
all situations equal to almost t. This can be seen as follows. Suppose this conditions holds for
a certain tree. Expanding a leaf of this tree gives one extra leaf and 4 extra counts. However,
2 extra prefix equations are possible (the equations of the expanded leaf) and one extra suffix
equation. The last equation is the consequence of the suffix-condition (4.2) which must hold
for the new tree. So expanding one leaf gives 4 - 3 = 1 extra independent count. So the ratio
of independent counts versus the total number of counts converges to t.

This can also be seen in the case of a full tree, i.e. a tree with n levels complet.ely filled.
In this case the number of counts equals 2n +1

- 2, the number of prefix-equations equals
2n - 2 and the number of suffix-equations equals 2n - 1 - 1 (by the procedure describe in the
previous paragraph). The total number of independent counts thus equals 2n+1

- 2 - (2n


2) - (2n - 1
- 1) = 2n - 1 +1. This means that half the number of counts at the leaves plus one

is independent. The ratio of independent versus total counts again equals almost t for large
n. This case is illustrated in figure 4.2. Another illustration for an asymmetric tree is given
in figure 4.3.

14 counts

6 prefix equations

3 suffix equations

5 independent counts(e,f)

independent

(k,l) level prefix equations suffix equations suffix equations

I a=c+e a=c+d d=e

(m,n)
b=d+f b=e+f

(c,d)

II
c=g+i c=g+h h=i
d=h+j e=i+j

(i,j)
III

g=k+m g=k+l
l=m

h=l+n i=m+n

Figure 4.3: Example of the number of independent counts of an asymmetric tree
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4.2.4 Choosing the free parameters

The above described method of finding independent counts is not a very practical way of
doing so. For every node equations have to be given and from these the dependent ones have
to be eliminated. Furthermore it give equations of a lower level in the tree from which it is
not easy to determine the dependent leaf-counts. A more practical approach is the following
recursive way of determining the dependent counts.

Traverse the tree in pre-order (that is, visit first the root and visit then the childs of the
root in a recursive way). Every time a node is encountered a count from one of its childs is
dependent (with condition (4.2)). Which count is dependent, depends on the direction node
Si, Si = XSi_l, is visited from node Si-l' If x = 0 or Si is the root then count cx(lsi O) is
dependent, if x = 1 then count cx(Os; 1) is dependent. Thereby it is possible to detect the
dependent counts. Is however a dependent count a count from an interior node, one wants
to transport this count to a leaf, because this is easier in sending the counts to the decoder.
The solution is to transport the count cx(ls;O) (i.e. x = 0 or S; is root) to cx(l1·· ·lsi O)
until 11·· ·ls i is a leaf. If count cx(Osjl) is dependent but in an interior node (i.e. x = 1),
then transport this count to cx(OO···Osjl) until OO···Os; is a leaf. A example can be seen in
figure 4.4. With this procedure one beholds the dependent leaf counts. The other leaf counts
are the independent parameters and must be send to the decoder. With this procedure it
is not longer necessary to state all suffix equations and solve the equations, but simply the
shape of the tree is sufficient to determine the dependent counts.

In general:

s; = IS;_1

\ / (.,-)

s;~
(.,. )

Os;1 dependent

s; =OS;_1 ors; =A

f
(·'O)

s;

(-,. )

Is;O dependent

(. ,.

(-,.)

o .(-,.)

(.,. )

(-,.)

(.,- )

-= dependent count

. = independent count

o • = transport of dependent count
to a count at the leaf

Figure 4.4: Example of the determination of the dependent leaf counts

4.2.5 Cost of independent counts

Now we know how to obtain the independent counts, the question is what the cost of such a
count is. I will derive an upper bound. Let m denote the number of independent counts and
let n be the length of the original string. Remember that together the counts at the leaves
adds to n. Assume for the moment that all counts are independent, so all counts have to be
described. The number of possible partitions of n with m independent counts equals

(
n +m - 1)pt(n,m) =

m-l

So the description of the counts, which is equal to the description of one partition plus
the description of the total length n, cost log pt(n, m) + log n bits, where the first order
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(4.4)

approximation log n is taken for the description of length n. The difference between the cost
of m and m + 1 counts can now be calculated as

n+m
~pt = logpt(n, m + 1) -logpt(n, m) =log-

m

In general m <:: n so one extra count costs almost log;;; bits.
Suppose for example that in figure 4.3 there are 8 independent counts (this is not the

case, but with this will be dealt further on). Assume that the length of the string, n, is 10.
That means that k +/+m +n +i +j +e +f = 10 so there are (It) = 19448 ways of choosing
the counts and there are log 19448 +log 10 =17.5 bits necessary for the coding of the counts.
Expansion with one independent count will cost another log 1: = 1.2 bit.

A small complication gives the fact that there are dependent suffix equations. This means
that n isn't simply the sum of the counts at the leaves, but that n is a linear combination of
the independent counts, Le. n = cI.a +C2.b +C3'C", with a, band Cthe independent counts.
Every Ci divides pt(n, m) by approximately Ci, because no longer all combinations of a, band
c's are possible. For instance a can only take values in the range CI, 2c}, 3Cll···. The number
of possible values of a is than equal to l.!!..J+1 instead of n +1. So the cost of describing thee,

counts is upper bounded by

(
n+m-1) ~ .log +log n - LJ log Ci bItS.

m - 1 i=I

In the example of figure 4.3 there are really 5 independent counts (k,l,nj and f) and
k + 4/ + 3n + 2j + f = 10. So the cost becomes log (144) + log 10 - log4 - log3 - log2 =
10.0 +3.3 - 2.0 - 1.6 - 1.0 = 8.7 bits.

Although the m counts are independent, their range is not free to choose. A string cannot
have a count that is higher than the count of one of its substrings. That is

with Si a substring of Si. So for every independent count one can give a bound on the range
of the count. To determine this bound it is enough to look at the suffixes of the path to the
count, because the condition is always satisfied with the prefix of the path in the way the tree
is build up (counts at interior nodes are the sum of the counts of the childs). If Si, a suffix of
the path s;, is an independent count too, then this relation Cx (Si) ~ Cx (Si) is usable.

The reduction in description length of the count with such a relation is about one bit per
equation. This can be seen by letting the m independent count define a point in a m-ary
dimension space. The possible counts form a plane in this space, because the counts adds up
to the total length of the string. See for example figure 4.5 for a 3-dimensional case. The
number of grid points in the plane constitute the number of possible counts. The description
of the counts than takes the logarithm of this total number. By the above mentioned type
of relation between two independent count one reduces the surface of possible counts with
approximately (ignoring the border of the area) half the number of grid points. This saves
maximal one bit of information.

In the example of figure 4.3 there are 2 usable equations (j ~ f and n ~ j) so the
description length of the counts equals approximately 8.7 - 2 = 6.7 bits. Exact counting of
all possible combinations shows that there are 49 possibilities, which equals 5.6 bits.
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Figure 4.5: Example of the reduction in the description of the counts

4.2.6 Elias coding of the counts

The above described method of coding the independent counts is again not a very practical
way. One has to determine all the equations of the tree and solve them simultaneously in
order to get the factors Ca' This is a tiresome operation, especial for a large tree, because he
number of equations is proportional to the size of the tree. Another more practical method
of coding the counts in an unique way is given below. Given a count g, 9 E {O, 1,2,3, .. '}, a
description c(g) of 9 has to be given which is proper, i.e. no other c(g') is the prefix of this
c(g). The problem is that the counts are not limited, so the length of the value is not known.
Let b(g) the binary representation of g. Let Ib(g) be the length of b(g) and let ll(g) be the
length of Ib(g). Then c(g) can be coded properly in various ways .

• Cl (g) = 00· . ·0 1 or the codeword Cl (g) consists of h(g + 1) - 1 zeroes followed
'-v-' ..............

#=I.(g+I)-1 b(g+l)
by the binary description of 9 + 1. This is because 9 = 0 has to be coded too. Note
that beg + 1) always starts with a one. Example: 9 = 10, bell) = 1011, Ib(ll) = 4 and
cl(10) = 0001011. The length of the description of Cl(g) equals 2 X llog(g + I)J + 1.

• C2(g) = 00···0 1··· (1)··· or the codeword C2(g) consists of the binary represen-
'-v-' .............. '-..-'

#=II(g+I)-1 b(I.(g+l» b(g+l)
tation of 9 + 1 (which always starts with a one which can be omitted) preceded by the
binary representation of the length of beg + 1), which is again preceded by the number
of zeroes minus one of the length of this last value. Example: 9 = 10, bell) = 1011,
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b(h(l1)) = 100 and 1,(11) = 3. So c2(10) = 00100 OIl. The length of the description of
C2(g) equals 2 X Llog(l1og(g + l)J + l)J + 1 + Llog(g + I)J .

The difference between Cl(g) and C2(g) is that for small g (g ~ 14) Cl(g) has a shorter
length and for larger g C2(g) has a shorter length. This can be seen in table 4.1. Which of the
two methods is the best depends on the actual data and the size of the context tree. If the
size of the tree is large, then most counts have a small value and describing the counts with
Cl (g) is the best option. Otherwise, if the size of the tree is small, then most counts have a
big value and describing the counts with C2(g) is the best way to do.

Table 4.1 Two ways of coding the counts

9 Cl(g) leI C2(g) le2
0 1 1 1 1
1 o 10 3 o100 4
2 011 3 o10 1 4
3 00 100 5 o11 00 5
4 00 101 5 01101 5
5 00 110 5 o 1110 5
6 00 111 5 o1111 5
7 000 1000 7 00 100 000 8
8 000 1001 7 00 100001 8
9 000 1010 7 00 100010 8
10 000 1011 7 00 100011 8
11 000 1100 7 00 100 100 8
12 000 1101 7 00 100 101 8
13 000 1110 7 00 100 110 8
14 000 1111 7 00 100 111 8
15 0000 10000 9 00 101 0000 9
16 0000 10001 9 00 101 0001 9

30 0000 11111 9 00 101 1111 9
31 00000 100000 11 00 110 00000 10

4.3 Tree description

4.3.1 Introduction

In this section the way to describe the shape of the tree is discussed. This description must
be send to the decoder in order to inform him about the selected model.

4.3.2 K-E code

One way to describe the shape of a complete tree is by means of a K-E code. Let k denote
the number of leaves of the tree. Let D denote the alphabet size of the sequence. So there
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are :;-=.~ interior nodes in this tree. A K-E code is a sequence of K's and E's. A E represents
a leaf and K a interior node. The tree in question is traversed in pre-order, Le. start wi th the
root, then descend the first branch to its child, apply the same procedure recursively to this
child, ascend back to the root and repeat this for all the branches of the root. Every time
when during this traversal a interior node is detected, a K is appended to the code and every
time a leaf is detected, a E is appended to the code. The description length for such a tree
with a K-E code equals the number of interior nodes plus the number of leaves. This is equal
to ~k:ll bits. Every new leaf to the tree will thus cost D(~+!l-l - r:;:l = D~l bits.

For small trees there is a further improvement possible on this code. For a tree with k
leaves there are n = :;-=.~ interior nodes. There are (ntl:) ways of combining these n K's and
k E's in a K-E code. However, most of these codes don't represent a valid tree. Circular
shifted versions of the code should be canceled out. Thus the total number Cl: of K-E codes
of a given length n + k equals

1 (n +k)
Cl: = n + k k '

k - 1
n=--

D-l
(4.5)

This number Cl: is also known as the catalan number. By giving all possible tree a lexico
graphical index it is possible to represent the shape of the tree with log Cl: bits.

In the binary case (D = 2) it's easy to derive the increase in cost in describing the tree
by expanding the number of leaves with one. This equals

A _ Ck+l _ 22k - 1
UCl: - -- - ---

Cl: k + 1

For large k this becomes approximately 2 bits, which is equal to the increase in cost with
the K-E code. Asymptotic for large trees the description length of the K-E code and the
logarithm of the catalan number are the same.

4.3.3 Coding of a suffix tree

If the tree also satisfies the suffix-condition (see (4.2)) then it's possible to reduce the code
length even more. However, I can give no closed formula for this case. For small k the number
of possibilities of a binary tree are listed in table 4.2. I obtained these number of possibilities
by exhaustive searching.

Because I could not find a way to state this number of trees for a suffix tree I choose to
describe the tree with the catalan number of the tree (see (4.5)).

Table 4.2 Number of possible suffix trees
# leaves # trees # suffix-trees

1 1 1
2 1 1
3 2 2
4 5 3
5 14 6
6 42 10
7 132 20
8 429 40
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4.4 Index description

4.4.1 Introduction

28

In the previous sections is described how the chosen model must be coded, so that this model
can be send to the decoder to tell which model will be used. Now with this model the original
sequence X must be coded. This can be done in various ways. One way is using enumerative
techniques, listing all possible sequences in lexicographical order and sending the index of
the sequence to the decoder. A second way is using estimated probabilities, derived from the
context tree, and use these in an arithmetic coding procedure to inform the decoder about
the index of the string. These two basic methods will be described in this section. The first
way to do it lexicographical is with the aid of closed formulas, derived for a specific shape
of the tree. The other way is using the number of Euler paths in a tree. The probabilistic
method is used in the decrementing arithmetic approach.

4.4.2 Lexicographical

Formulas and recurrent relations

Let S be the set of all possible source-strings with the given context tree T. Now define ns(x)
to be the number of elements in S which start with the prefix x. This set is lexicographical
ordered, Le. x < y if XI; < Y/r. for the first index k such that XI; f; YI;. The lexicographical
index of xES is given by

n 2"j-l

is(x) = L: L: nS(Xll X2,···,Xj_l,m).
j=1 m=O

One possibility is to express the number of possible source strings 7ls( >') as a function of
the counts at the leaves, ns(>') = !T{cx(ld,CX(l2),'" cx(lm)}, with m the number of leaves.
This is however a tiresome operation, because for each shape of the tree a new formula f
has to be derived. Therefore this is only possible for small trees, Le. with a small number of
leaves. With a slight modification to the formula above it is possible to derive an index for a
given string X with this formulas. Let T: be the context tree T of string X which start with
the prefix x. The counts at the leaves cx(1d should be decremented according to this prefix
x. The index of the string X is then

m "'j-l

ix =L: L: fr,.:I."v.,"j_I,m){cx (ld,cx (12),···,cx (lm)}
j=1 m=O

These formulas need not be stated explicitly, but can be obtained with the aid of recurrent
relations which can be derived from the shape of the tree. This however will cost a lot of
computational time, because all intermediate values of this relation need to be computed.
This can be done in a recursive way or with the aid of a table to store all intermediate values.

m
The number of values however ( n cx(1j)) grows very fast. So this method is only usable for

j=1

small trees.
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Euler paths

The second way of determining the number of possible strings with a given tree is using graph
theory. First construct a directed graph 9 from the given context tree T with m leaves. Each
leaf Si of the tree gives a vertex Si in the graph. From each vertex in the graph there are D
(the size ofthe alphabet) directed edges to the vertices which are the suffixes ofthe extension
bsi , b E A of node Sj. This suffix of bSi must be the suffix such that its path in the tree
is a leaf. Each edge is given a weight equal to the count cx(bsd. Each vertex i has an
outdegree (1i which is equal to the sum of the counts of the edges which depart from this
vertex. Furthermore we define the outdegree (1jj to be the count along the edge from vertex

m
i to vertex j. Thus (1i = L (1ij. An example of the construction of a graph 9 out of the tree

j=1

T is seen in figure 4.6.

;r =0101011101001100

Context tree

(1,2) S

(1,2) 1

(1,1) " i>
(3,2) 2

(2,1) 3

Directed graph

1

Figure 4.6: Construction of the directed graph out of a tree

In this graph the number of spanning trees must be calculated. From graph theory it is
known that the number of spanning trees is equal to the determinant of one of the minors of
the connectivity matrix. The connectivity matrix C is obtained by letting Cj; = (1i -(1;;, which
is equal to the outdegree of node i minus the number of loops which returns immediately to
itself. The element Cij is equal to minus the outdegree (1ij from node i to node j. The matrix
C of the above example equals

3 -2 0 0 -1
3 -2 0 0

-3 5 -2 0 0
-3 5 -2 0C= 0 0 2 -2 0 ICol = 0 0 2 -2 = 24

0 -1 0 2 -1
0 -1 0 2

0 -2 0 0 2

The number of spanning trees is thus equal to 24. A string is defined by a, path through
the graph. The spanning tree gives the last path of a node to the starting point. This path
must be reserved for the last time the string comes to in a node. The number of ways the

m
other paths can be taken is equal to n((1i - 1)1. However, a lot of paths obtained in this

i=l
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way are equivalent. This is the consequence of multicounts, counts that have a value more
m m

than one. Therefore the number of possible paths must be divided by n n O"ij!. The counts
i:;: 1 j:;:1

are taken circular, so the number of strings possible must be multiplied with the length of
m

the string C2: 0";) to obtain the total number of sequences possible with this tree T. So the
i:;:1

number of sequences ns of graph 0 equals

m

nCO"i- 1)! m

ns(Y) = ICol . i:;:~ m • E O"i

n n O"ij! i:;:1
i=1 j=1

By lexicographical ordering of the possible strings the description length of the index
becomes log nsCO) bits. In the above example there are ns = 16· 24 . 1:; = 768 possible
strings. If a circular shifted version of the sequence is equal to the original sequence, this
method counts too much possibilities. That is if a sequence X satisfies X = XiXi ••• Xi with
Xi E A* then all the circular shifted versions are counted more then once, although they are
the same. A solution to this problem (which is however very unlikely) is to choose the length
of the sequence equal to a prime.

4.4.3 Probabilistic

Decrementing arithmetic

The basic idea of the decrementing arithmetic approach is that given the context tree T and
given the string X it is possible to code each symbol of X according to the largest context
possible. Then the counts in the context tree are decremented and the next input symbol is
coded. This is somewhat different to the original context algorithm, because the context tree
is the tree ofthe future string, and not ofthe string ofthe past. Therefore it is possible to code
the string more efficient than with the context algorithm. However, the context algorithm
doesn't have to send the model information to the decoder. Which ofthe two methods is the
best thus depends on how efficient the model can be send to the decoder. Each symbol of the
string gets a probability from the model at that moment. This sequence of probabilities of the
consecutive symbols can be coded using an arithmetic coding procedure. Such a procedure is
for example described in [RL81]. The code length will then be approximately minus the sum
of the logarithm of the individual probabilities.

# =a
,__-------A'------.,

zO zO zO zO

,zl zl zl
'---------v

#=b

Figure 4.7: Contribution to the cost of the index description of a context z
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The cost of an index can be described in the following way. Assume the alphabet is binary
and imagine a context z with two counts a = cx(zO) and b = cx(zl). This can be seen in
figure 4.7. The number of times context z appears (a +b) the context can be followed by a
oor a 1. These can be mixed freely and the number of possible ways of mixing the contexts
is equal to r·~b). To describe one of this possibilities one needs log (Btb

) bits. Without this
context z however it is possible to mix these substrings even more, because no longer the
number of O's and l's that follow this context have to be accounted for. Thus the number of
possible ways of mixing in this case equals (a +b)!. The gain of introducing the context z
thus equals log(a +b)! - log (B~b) = log alb! bits.

However, the cost ofthe above described context z to the index description is not complete.
If context z satisfies the condition suf(zx) = pre(zx), x E A then it is possible to squeeze
the contexts into each other and it is no longer possible to mix all substrings zx with each
other in (B~b) ways. Therefore the above described gain of a new context z is an upperbound
to the number of possibilities. The condition suf(zx) = pre(zx) can be recognized in the
context tree if the suffix pointers of a leaf z (a suffix pointer of a node yx, x E A, y E A*
is a pointer to node y in the tree) form a cycle in the tree, Le. if the suffix pointers come
back on the path from z to the root. A example from this situation can be seen in figure 4.8
with context 010. Here suf(0101) = 01 = pre(0101) and the context 010 with extension 1
can be squeezed into another such context. However context 010 with extension 0 cannot be
squeezed into another such context. Therefore the number of possible mixings isn't equal to
(B~b) .

(a,b) zlzl
010101

squeezed contexts

Figure 4.8: Example of the squeezing of contexts

To get round this problem the decrementing arithmetic approach can be used. Start
with the original context tree. Code the first symbol of X with the probability of context
A (the root). Then decrement the current context and get the second symbol. Now there
are two contexts (A and x(l)). If one of the contexts has a degenerated distribution (with
degenerated I mean that only one continuation of this context is possible, so a continuation
with probability one) then choose this context to code the symbol. If there is no degenerated
distribution then choose the probability distribution on the largest context (the context with
the greatest depth) to code this symbol. The largest context is chosen and not the one with
the best distribution (with the greatest probability for the given symbol), because it must
be possible for the decoder to choose the same context and therefore the choice must be
independent from the actual data. The largest context is a good choice, because this gives
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most dependence from the previous symbols. After selecting the context decrement the counts
at both contexts and get the next symbol. Again follow the above described procedure. Every
time a new symbol is obtained, an extra context comes with it. A new situation arises when a
continuation of a context gets out of the tree. Then it is not possible to continue the context
a.nd this context disappears from the scene. A example from this procedure can be seen in
figure 4.10. The probabilities obtained with this method can be send to the decoder with an
a.rithmetic coding procedure. The length of this code is about minus the sum of the logarithm
of the probabilities.

From this figure 4.10 it can be seen that the probability of one sequence is equal to the
product of the binomial coefficients of the leaves of the context tree. In terms of the in the
previous section described graph with out degrees CT; and CT;h j being a vertex to which a
outgoing edge from vertex i goes, the index can be sent with

log fI (~;.) bits,
;=1 CT,)

ignoring the coding of the first positions, when the context hasn't yet reached a leaf of the
context tree. This is only slightly more than the description length of 11$(9) but describing
the index is a lot easier because no lexical ordering is necessary.

With this procedure it is easy to check the difference with coding from the context tree of
the past string according to Rissanen. The difference in description length of the whole string

m

is equal to log n (CT; +1), because with coding from the past one needs to account for the zero
;=1

frequency case, and so the probability of a new context starts with ~, instead of probability 1
if one starts with the context from the future. The simple example of figure 4.9 shows what is

m

happening. So the cost of sending the model to the decoder must be less than log n (CT; +1),
;=1

else the description of the sequence with the original context algorithm is shorter, because in
the last algorithm no model has to be transmitted.

x = 00 with a memoryless model

Decrementing arithmetic

• (2,0) Pr(O) = ~

• (1,0) Pr(O) = t

Rissanen's context algorithm

• (0,0) Pr(O) = ~

• (1,0) Pr(O) = ~

Figure 4.9: Example of the difference between coding from the future and from the past

4.5 Model selecting

4.5.1 Introduction

The most important part of the method is to select a good model for the sequence. The choice
of the model determines how good the jigsaw method is. If the choice of the model is not
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;r = 0101011101001100

o 01 010 0101 010

(1,1)

(1,1 )

Pr(OIOI) = t

(6,6

Pr(11010) .. i

(1,2)

(1,1 )

(2,1)

Pr(OIOI)= f

(7,7

(1,2)

(1,1 )

Pr(II°) .. t

(7,8

(1,2)

(1,1 )

Pr(OI>.) = -h

(8,8

1101

( 4,3

(1,0)

(1,1 )

(2,1)

0101 011 III 110

(1,2) (1,2) (1,2)

1,1) ( 1,0) (1,0)

(5,6 (5,5 (1,1 ) (5,4 (1,1) (5,3

Pr(11010) = ~ Pr(II°1) = ! Pr(II11) .. 1- Pr(0111) = ~ Pre 11110) .. ~

Pr(Oll1) = t

(1,0)

Pr(1101) = tPr(1100) .. !

(1,0)

Pr(01010) = t
(1,0)

Pr(OIOI)= ~

010 0100 001 011 110

(1,2) (1,1 )
(3,1)

(1,0) (0,0) (0,0) (0,0)

( 4,2 (1,0) (3,2 (2,2 (1,0) (2,1
(1,0) (2,0 (1,0)

1100 00.

(0,0)

(0,0)
(1,0

Pr(01110) = t

Figure 4.10: Example of the decrementing arithmetic procedure for a binary context tree
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good, then this method performs worse than adaptive models. Is the choice however good,
some gain can be obtained in relation to other approaches. In this section I will discuss two
methods of selecting a model. The first one is by expanding the tree one leaf at a time. This
selection is done with a balance of costs and profits of the expanding of the tree. The second
method is with the aid of a weighed context procedure. One weighs all possible models with
a certain weigh factor. Thereby it is possible to select the best model with respect to the cost
of model and index.

4.5.2 Local optimization

During the research it became clear that there seems no good way of selecting the shape of
the tree in a global way. Therefore one method was to construct the tree as a balance between
cost and profit of expanding the tree. If the cost of expanding one leaf of the tree is less than
the profit, the leaf will be expanded. This is a local way of expanding the tree, instead of
selecting globally the best one, which seems to be too complex. One hopes however that this
local selecting won't deteriorate the performance too drastically. This hope will become more
real if the estimation of the cost and the profit are more accurate and the tree contains not
too much global dependencies. This kind of method however is a better approach than an
adaptive one, because the selecting is done with complete knowledge of the entire string and
not only with the part currently scanned.

The main parts of this method are:

• Determining the cost of the expansion of the tree. This cost is a build up of the cost of
describing the shape of the tree and the cost of describing the cmlnts along the tree.

• Determining the profit of the expansion of the tree. This profit consists of a reduction
in the number of possible original strings with this kind of shape and counts of the tree.

• Determining which leaf should be expanded and defining the criteria for deciding whether
or not to expand the tree.

The first two items are already covered in the previous sections. The cost of the expanding
of one leaf consist of the cost of the expanding of the description of the shape of the tree which
is about Dr: 1 bits and cost of coding one extra count. The profit can be determined with

the decrementing code procedure and can be upper bounded by loge e+~~~+d)) -Iog(etb)) 
loge ("~d)) with (a, b) the counts of the first child of the expanded leaf and (c, d) the counts of
the second child.

To determine which leaf should be expanded one can calculate the costs and profits of all
possible expansions of the tree. The leaf with the most profit can then be expanded. This is
called a greedy approach. A criterion to stop the expanding of the tree is that there are no
more leaves in the tree which could give a reduction in the description of the tree.

4.5.3 Weighed context

The weighed context method is based on a new universal code procedure which is described
in [WST92]. First I will describe this code procedure. Then I will derive how this method
can be used in selecting the optimal model.
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Description of the weighed context procedure

Sequential universal source coding procedures for binary FSMX sources often make use of a
context tree which contains for each string (context) the number of zeros and the number of
ones that have followed this context in the past. The standard approach is that, given all past
output symbols, one uses this context tree to estimate the current context, i.e. the actual
state of the FSMX source. Subsequently this context is used to estimate the distribution
that generates the next source symbol. Once this estimated distribution is known, arithmetic
coding procedures can be used to encode the next source symbol effectively, i.e. with low
complexity and with negligible increase of coding-redundancy (the coding-redundancy is a
consequence of the mismatch between the encoding distribution and the distribution implied
by the actual codeword lengths). It was shown by Rissanen [Ris83] that the probability of
choosing the correct context, i.e. the actual state of the FSMX source, tends to 1 ifthe length
t of the observed sequence tends to infinity.

An unpleasant fact about the standard approach is that one has to specify parameters
(0' and f3 in Rissanen's procedure [Ris83] or K for the Weinberger, Lempel and Ziv [WLZ92]
method) that do not affect the asymptotical behaviour of the procedure, but may have a
big influence on the performance for practical sample sizes. These 'artificial' parameters are
necessary to regulate the state estimation characteristics. This raised the idea that the state
estimation concept may not be as natural as was believed. A better starting principle would
be to find a good encoding distribution. This, more or less trivial, guideline immediately
suggests the application of model weighing techniques.

Model weighing techniques have the simple property that the increase in cumulative redun
dancy as a result of not knowing the actual model, the model-redundancy (the redundancy
increase coming from not knowing the parameters of the model is called the parameter
redundancy) is upperbounded by -log(W(a)) where a is the actual model, and W(a) its
weighing probability.

To be able to weigh an infinite number of models we introduced a second principle
which says that the increase in model-redundancy has to be proportional to the number
of free parameters of the model. Using this principle we can find the distribution, that
must be used to weigh the (estimated) block distributions for all models. However for se
quential encoding (and decoding) we need the (weighed) conditional encoding distributions
Pr{Xt = xlx:-~}, t = 1,2,···. To find this encoding distribution, assume that you have
already computed the weighed block probability Pr{x~-llx~oo} in a previous time slot. Then
just determine Pr{X~-l, X, = Olx~oo} and Pr{X~-l ,X, = llx~oo}. The encoding distribution
follows from dividing the last two weighed block probabilities by the first one.

The problem that remains to be solved is finding an efficient procedure to determine the
probabilities Pr{Xl = Olx~oo}' Pr{Xl =llx~oo}' Pr{xI,X2 = Olx~oo}' Pr{xI,X2 = llx~oo}'

Pr{XI, X2,X3 = Olx~oo}' Pr{xl,x2,X3 = llx~oo}'····
These probabilities can easily be computed from the context tree. For reasons of simplicity

we assume here that the maximal depth d of the context tree is finite. A node in the binary
context tree corresponding to context s contains two numbers no(s) and nt(s). These numbers
represent the amount of zeros and ones in the source sequence XIX2 ... X,-l that were preceded
by the context s.

In the memoryless universal case, it is reasonable to assign a block prohability P( no, nIl
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to a sequence containing no zeros and nl ones where

{

!-(l+!)- ....(no-!)·!·(l+!)· ... ·(n,-!)
1·2· ... ·(no+n, )

P(no,nd = t·(l+!)·····(no-!)
1·2· ... ·no

1

if no > 0 and nl > 1

if no > 0 an d n I =0
if no = nl = O.
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(4.6)

(4.7)

This estimator, which will guarantee uniform convergence of the redundancy, was suggested
by Krichevsky and Trofimov [KT81] in terms of f-functions. We will use it in our definition
of the weighed block probabilities. Using the context tree we can recursively define these
weighed probabilities corresponding to a given context as

Q(s) = { P(no(s),nl(s))/2 +Q(Os)· Q(ls)/2 ~f l(s) < d
P(no(s), nl(s)) If l(s) =d.

The Q(~) corresponding to the sequence XIX2'" Xt-l is the weighed block probability
Pr{ XI, X2, ••• ,Xt Ix~oo}' To process the next source symbol Xt we first increment no for con
texts ~,Xt-hXt-2Xt-h"', and Xt-dXt-d+1 ••• Xt-l. Then we update Q(~), Q(Xt-I),

Q(Xt-2Xt-d, "', and Q(Xt-dXt-d+1 .•• Xt-d in reverse order of course. Q(~) is now equal to
Pr{x~-I,Xt= Olx~oo}' Analogously, by incrementing nh we can find Pr{x~-I,Xt = llx~oo}'

Division yields the encoding distribution for Xt. We can conclude that it takes a number of
operations proportional to the maximal depth d to find this encoding distribution.

If the alphabet is not binary but D-ary then the following block estimator can be used:

if ni > 0

if ni = O.
(4.8)

The weighed block probabilities then become:

Q(s)- { DD1.P(nO(s),nl(s)' ... ,nd_l(s))+15·Q(Os).Q(1s) ..... Q((d-l)s)
- P(no(s), nl(s), ... , nd_l(s))

ifl(s) < d
ifl(s)=d.

(4.9)

Upper Bound on the Redundancy

Suppose we know the model S of the binary FSMX source but not the values of its free
parameters. Then we could use

P(~) = II P(nO(s),nl(s))
.ES

as a block estimator. Note that, just like Q(~), we can define P(~) recursively. This gives
us a cumulative parameter-redundancy which can be upperbounded by ISI(~ ·log(t) +15) for
some constant 15. Inspection of the procedure in the previous section shows that the weighed
block probability Q(~) can now be lowerbounded as

Therefore the cumulative model-redundancy of our procedure can be upperbounded by (2181
1)log2, which is proportional to 181. This means that the penalty for not knowing the model
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is very small for the class of FSMX sources, if we use the procedure we have just described.
For the first degree of freedom, corresponding to A, we have to pay 1 bit, all subsequent ones
cost us 2 bits extra.

It is important to note that we have assumed that the context tree is large enough to
accommodate the postfix set S of the actual FSMX source. If this is not the case we can not
guarantee optimal asymptotic behaviour of the redundancy.

Choosing the model

With this model weighing procedure it is possible to select a context tree. One starts with
a context tree of a given depth. The next step is to determine for each node the block
estimator P(no,nt} (see (4.6)). After determining the P's it is possible to derive the weighed
block probabilities Q (see (4.7)) for each node. After the P's and Q's are known the model
can be selected. This is done in the following way: traverse the tree in pre-order by visiting
fir~t the root and then the childs of the roots in a recursive way. If for a node 8 Q(8) ~ P(s)
then it is a good choice to have this node in the selected model. If however Q(8) < P(8) then
it is not profitable to have this node in the model and the node should be eliminated from
the model. A example from this can be seen in figure 4.11.

The reason for choosing the Q(8) ~ P(8) as a condition for expanding the model, is that
in Q(8) the cost of the description of the counts (2 bits per degree of freedom for all leaves
except the root) plus the estimator for this context are accounted for. If the cost of this
weighed probability is less than the cost of the block estimator P(8) then the expansion is
profitable.

With this procedure one uses pragmatic reasons which model is the best one. Not the
model of the original source is selected, but the model with the lowest description length with
this kind of method. One can argue that this is the model one is searching for, but on the
other hand it is not clear that this procedure always gives the best model for the sequence. I
use however this weighed context procedure to select the model which will be used for coding
the sequence, because it is a fast procedure to determine a model which is good regarded to
the cost of the model and the index.
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Figure 4.11: Selecting a model with the weighed context procedure
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Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Introduction

To obtain some practical result with the jigsaw method I have written a computer program
that simulates the coding of a sequence with this method. Different choices had to be made
and these are discussed below in the description of the program. Afterwards results of the
method with practical data are stated, together with the performance of other methods.

5.2 Description of the program

First of all the program scans the input sequence and puts all contexts to a given depth in
a context tree. Then the model must be selected. This can be done with the aid of the
weighed context procedure. One determines the P's and Q's of all nodes in the context tree
(see (4.6) and (4.7)). Then traverse the tree recursively and select a node ifits P is less or
equal than its Q. Next the tree is made complete (see (4.1)) by adding leaves at incomplete
nodes. Afterwards the tree is expanded to meet the suffix-completeness condition which must
hold for each node (4.2). I have investigated the difference in the number of leaves with and
without this condition with some trees obtained from practical data. The results are stated
in table 5.1. In a practical situation the number of leaves approximately increases with ten
percent. This ensures that the cost of this condition cannot be a determinant factor to the
final result.

The greedy approach of selecting the model didn't work out, because the selected tree grew
only in one direction. A solution appeared to select first a full tree of depth four and then start
to expand the tree with the greedy approach. This turned out to be a very computational
demanding task and the results weren't hopeful, so I dropped this idea of local optimization.
Further I used another model selection rule, namely selecting a full tree of a given depth.
This is a less sophisticated model and cannot capture a very good resemblance between the
selected model and the actual source model, but the description of the model can be simple.

After selecting the model the shape of the tree must be coded. The length of this code is
only dependent on the number of leaves of the selected model. The coding can be done with
the catalan number or with the K-E code, which requires two bit per leaf. For small trees
the catalan number gives a shorter description then the K-E code, but asymptotically they
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Table 5.1 Testresults of the cost of the suffixcondition

number of leaves number of leaves percentage
without condition with condition increase

27 27 0.0%
29 30 3.4%

210 246 17.1%
241 271 12.4%

2399 2688 12.0%
2410 2720 12.9%
2377 2668 12.2%
3534 3917 10.8%
3596 3946 9.7%
3610 3946 9.3%
3791 4053 6.9%
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are equal. However the K-E code is determined easier. I choose as criterion whether to use
the catalan number or the K-E code, the number of leaves where the description of these two
differs only one percent. This number of leaves is equal to 830. So if the number of leaves is
more than 830 I used the K-E code, else I used the catalan number.

Afterwards the program codes the independent counts. The independent counts are de
termined with the recursive procedure described in chapter four. These independent counts
were coded using the Elias code, because coding using the lexicographical index of all possible
partitions is not very practical. I have compared the cost of these different codings. For the
calculation of the possible partitions I haven't used formula (4.4) because I wasn't able to
calculate the Ci'S for big m. Instead I used the formula

(
n +m -1)log + log n - (m - 1)

m-1

Thereby I assumed that each dependent count is equal to a independent count (i.e. Ci = 2
for each independent count). Results of this comparison with some practical files are stated
in table 5.2. It can be seen that for trees with a small number of leaves the cost with Elias
coding is expensive compared to lexicographical coding. However as the number of leaves
increases Elias coding will become cheaper with respect to lexicographical coding. Therefore
I choose to code the count with the Elias code.

The next choice to be made in the program was how to code the index. Two possibilities
were available: using Euler paths or using the decrementing arithmetic procedure. A draw
back to the Euler path method is that the determinant of one of the minors of a big matrix
(with a size equal to the number of leaves) must be calculated. Therefore it is only possible to
determine the number of Euler paths with trees which have less than say a thousand leaves.
As table 5.3 however indicates the description length of these two methods are about the
same. The only difference comes from the coding of the starting position in the decrementing
arithmetic procedure, where the used context hasn't yet reached a leaf. With this procedure
the different sequences don't get the same probability, it is dependent from their starting
positions. Therefore the cost of a sequence can sometimes be cheaper then the cost of the
Euler path method. Because the two description method are about equal in length I choose
to code the index with the decrementing arithmetic coding procedure.
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File eigenvec (211512 bits)
number of leaves length of Elias code length of lexicographical coding difference

1 51.0 34.4 48.3%
2 74.0 50.1 47.7%
4 112.0 79.9 40.2%
8 183.0 135.9 34.7%

14 290.0 215.0 34.8%
32 595.0 434.1 37.0%
55 9.56.0 692.8 37.9%

108 1771.0 1241.9 42.6%
215 3218.0 224.5.4 43.3%
407 5424.0 3864.5 40.4%
726 8572.0 6278.2 36.5%

1399 14241.0 10766.2 32.3%
2411 20778.0 16660.8 24.7%
3969 30144.0 24586.3 22.6%
5891 37904.0 33168.7 14.3%
7226 42868.0 38585.7 11.1%
8450 47870.0 43246.7 10.7%
8904 50050.0 44910.8 11.4%

File madonna (62.5152 bits)
number of leaves Elias code lexicographical coding difference

1 55.0 37.5 46.7%
2 78.0 54.8 42.3%
3 102.0 71.4 42.8%
8 212.0 150.0 41.3%

32 641.0 485.7 31.9%
62 1081.0 867.0 24.7%

116 1807.0 1503.8 20.2%
215 3251.0 2583.0 25.9%
368 4804.0 4125.5 16.4%
643 6693.0 6680.3 0.2%
906 8798.0 8959.1 1.0%

1363 11534.0 12668.9 -8.9%
1810 13765.0 16079.6 -14.4%
2313 16901.0 19727.6 -14.3%
3063 21224.0 24881.7 -14.7%
3994 26273.0 30915.6 -15.0%
4527 29623.0 34224.2 -13.4%

T bl 52 C
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File eigenvec (211512 bits)
number of leaves decrementing arithmetic Euler paths difference

1 211206.7 211104.8 0.0%
2 207593.4 207597.3 0.0%
4 206753.2 206775.0 0.0%
8 205881.0 205866.7 0.0%

14 202979.4 202965.5 0.0%
32 200975.0 200974.2 0.0%
55 198342.7 198339.9 0.0%

108 192156.5 192157.2 0.0%
215 1872.53.8 187247.4 0.0%

File madonna (625152 bits)
number of leaves decrementing arithmetic Euler paths difference

1 620863.8 613924.7 1.1%
2 620305.3 618961.4 0.2%
3 606425.8 606308.7 0.0%
8 5980.55.3 598459.3 -0.1%

16 582292.9 582474.4 0.0%
32 555812.1 555786.7 0.0%
62 493590.3 493569.3 0.0%

116 439790.3 439880.1 0.0%

With these choices the program could be made and the results are stated in the next
section.

5.3 Practical results

I have tested the program with different types of data. These were obtained from sample files
used by the NLR. In table 5.4 these files together with a description are listed. In table 5.5
results of compression rates (the length of the compressed sequence divided by the original
length) are stated with different methods. The first column is the compression rate of my
method with the model selection according to the weighed context procedure. The second
one is the compression rate of the same method with selection of a full tree. These results
were all obtained using a binary alphabet. The madonna file was also converted to a bina.ry
representation, using the first 7 bits of the ASCII representation. The compression with the
Ziv Lempel algorithm is stated in column three and the results of the binary weighed context
algorithm with a maximal depth of 25 is listed in column four. This depth of 25 (tree and a
half bytes) is chosen for practical reasons, such as reasonable computation time and memory
usage. In column five the rate of the best standard, byte oriented, practical method is stated.
Usually this is a kind of Welch type of the Ziv Lempel algorithm together with a Huffman
coding.

It can be seen that my method isn't a very good method. Only with the madonna file the
results are good. One reason for the bad results is the semi adaptive approach of my method,
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Table 5.4 Description of the sample files

name description length (bits)
madonna book 'De madonna van Nedermunster' 625152
eigenvec some compiled arithmetic routines 211512
probing more compiled arithmetic routines 202952
matrix matrix manipulation routines 127432
sumfile eigenvec+probing+matrix 571864
testl source of program 18432
test2 data from spreadsheet 57360
test3 more source of programs 34168
test5 5*(test3+LZHuf executable) 170776
test6 4*(test3+LZHuf exec+library functions) 250256
test7 2*(test3+LZHuf exec+library functions) 125136

Table 5.5 Compression rates with different methods

file jigsaw jigaw Ziv Lempel weighed best practical
(weighed) (full tree) algorithm context algorithm

madonna 42% 45% 56% 35% 41%
eigenvec 82% 80% 79% 63% 49%
probing 83% 82% 79% 64% 49%
matrix 86% 84% 83% 68% 53%
sumfile 72% 70% 72% 46% 49%
testl 77% 74% 70% 55% 43%
test2 73% 74% 72% 61% 50%
test3 83% 79% 75% 58% 43%
test5 56% 52% 55% 26% 10%
test6 68% 63% 65% 35% 14%
test7 78% 74% 74% 52% 27%
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which doesn't seem to be optimal, because the coding the model independent from the coding
of the index doesn't seem to fit to the data. Another reason is that the description of the
shape of the tree still contains a lot of redundancy together with the non optimal description
of the counts.

Furthermore the selection of a good model with the weighed context procedure doesn't
seem to improve the rate, compared with selecting a full tree of a certain depth. The reason
for this is that the coding of the shape of the tree is less expensive and the number of leaves
is greater with the selection of a full tree. Therefore the length of the description of the index
decreases fast as the depth increases, at the price of some increase in the cost of the description
of the counts (see further for detailed comparison). Together this gives a better result than
the selection via the weighed context. Only with files that have a complex structure (the
madonna file for example) the selection via the weighed context gives better results, because
it can resemble more sophisticated models.

I have chosen two files for detailed study, the madonna and the test2 file. I have chosen
these because they give a good example of the performance of the method. The results are
stated in table 5.6a-c and table 5.7a-c. From table 5.6a can be seen that the context selection
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in the case of the madonna file captures a sman model as the depth increases. For example
with depth 20 the number of selected leaves divided by the number of possible leaves (220

)

equals only 5%. Therefore the results obtained with the jigsaw method are in this case good.
The same can be seen in table 5.7c, the compression rate with increasing input length of
test2. In the first 8000 bits the context selection procedure selects a model of only 34 out of
220 leaves and the obtained compression ratio is very high.

Another observation with respect to the context selection rule is that the size of the model
remains constant as the depth increases, if a good model has been chosen. This can be seen in
table 5.7a, where for depth 15 to 20 the size ofthe model remains constant or even decreases.
The compression rate remains a.pproximately constant as the depth increases. This shows
that the selection of the model is effective, this contrary to the results of table 5.7b, where
the selected model of course grows beyond an bounds as the depth increases.

Table 5.7b gives evidence to the observation that the model with the context selection
rule grows too slowly to achieve a good compression. In the case of the full tree selection the
size of the model grows faster and the description of the index decreases fast enough with the
increase in depth to achieve enough compression. However, because the selection isn't done
with much sophistication, the description of the model takes too much space and therefore
the compression isn't good either. In the case of the context selection the number of leaves
grow too slow, because the description of the index takes the greatest part of the cost of the
sequence. It shows that more work has to be done in searching for a good selection rule.
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Table 5.6a Results of the jigsaw method with the madonna file
Selection with weighed context

depth leaves index counts shape total rate
1 1 620864.2 55.0 0.0 620919.3 99.323%
2 2 620303.8 78.0 0.0 620381.9 99.237%
3 4 606384.9 125.0 2.3 606512.3 97.018%
4 8 598870.7 212.0 8.7 599091.5 95.831%
5 16 586494.5 346.0 23.2 586863.8 93.875%
6 31 562981.5 627.0 51.8 563660.3 90.164%
7 63 491419.0 1077.0 114.2 492610.3 78.798%
8 115 432503.8 1796.0 216.9 434516.7 69.506%
9 215 373173.0 3276.0 415.6 376864.6 60.284%

10 359 349686.7 4831.0 702.4 355220.2 56.821%
11 620 312327.3 6648.0 1223.3 320198.6 51.219%
12 941 292185.0 8977.0 1882.0 303044.1 48.475%
13 1285 276177.7 11384.0 2570.0 290131.7 46.410%
14 1654 266366.4 13156.0 3308.0 282830.4 45.242%
15 2117 2.56599.8 15942.0 4234.0 276775.8 44.273%
16 2707 250966.1 19524.0 5414.0 275904.2 44.134%
17 3754 235427.3 25330.0 7508.0 268265.4 42.912%
18 4418 227523.2 28819.0 8836.0 265178.2 42.418%
19 5294 223219.6 32421.0 10588.0 266228.6 42.586%
20 5851 218637.7 34911.0 11702.0 265250.8 42.430%

Table 5.6b Selection of a full tree

depth leaves index counts shape total rate
1 1 620864.2 5.5.0 5.0 620924.3 99.324%
2 2 620303.8 78.0 5.0 620386.9 99.238%
3 4 606384.9 125.0 5.0 606514.9 97.019%
4 8 598870.7 212.0 5.0 599087.8 95.831%
5 16 586494.5 346.0 5.0 586845.6 93.872%
6 32 562782.5 646.0 5.0 563433.6 90.127%
7 64 491432.8 1096.0 5.0 492533.9 78.786%
8 128 432034.5 1890.0 5.0 433929.6 69.412%
9 256 372909.0 3598.0 5.0 376512.1 60.227%

10 512 343984.4 5411.0 5.0 349400.5 55.890%
11 1024 311710.9 7820.0 5.0 319536.0 51.113%
12 2048 289601.4 12315.0 5.0 301921.4 48.296%
13 4096 269928.2 17909.0 5.0 287842.2 46.044%
14 8192 259550.2 25756.0 5.0 285311.3 45.639%
15 16384 247920.3 35665.0 5.0 283590.3 45.363%
16 32767 238064.1 58363.0 5.0 296432.2 47.418%
17 65536 223902.4 107733.0 5.0 331640.4 53.050%
18 131072 212219.0 174282.0 5.0 386506.1 61.826%
19 262144 203277.5 306894.0 5.0 510176.6 81.608%
20 524287 196307.8 584585.0 5.0 780897.9 124.913%
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Table 5.6c Compression rate as function of the input length

input length depth leaves rate
64 1 1 120.353%

128 1 1 107.794%
256 1 1 103.335%
512 1 1 103.239%

1024 1 1 101.613%
2048 8 58 96.637%
4096 8 67 86.658%
8192 9 156 78.049%

16384 11 337 69.460%
32768 12 524 62.729%
65536 12 683 56.485%

131072 15 1451 51.484%
262144 17 2886 47.350%
524288 18 4127 43.134%
625152 18 4418 42.418%

Table 5.7a Results of the jigsaw method with the test2 file
Selection with weighed context

depth leaves index counts shape total rate
1 1 52879.2 46.0 0.0 52925.2 92.268%
2 2 50769.5 62.0 0.0 50831.6 88.618%
3 4 48955.5 98.0 2.3 49055.9 85.523%
4 7 47872.9 148.0 7.0 48028.0 83.731%
5 14 46973.4 261.0 19.5 47253.9 82.381%
6 26 46150.0 440.0 42.1 46632.2 81.297%
7 57 44745.0 855.0 102.4 45702.5 79.677%
8 101 43109.1 1372.0 189.2 44670.4 77.877%
9 172 40283.6 2106.0 330.0 42719.7 74.476%

10 260 38708.0 2808.0 505.1 42021.2 73.259%
11 459 36591.1 4265.0 901.9 41758.0 72.800%
12 719 34574.4 5981.0 1420.9 41976.4 73.181%
13 1096 32350.9 7730.0 2192.0 42273.0 73.698%
14 1402 31020.1 9184.0 2804.0 43008.2 74.979%
15 1604 30206.0 9881.0 3208.0 43295.0 75.479%
16 1692 29845.8 10200.0 3384.0 43429.8 75.715%
17 1636 29944.2 10060.0 3272.0 43276.3 75.447%
18 1506 30202.4 9606.0 3012.0 42820.5 74.652%
19 1429 30504.9 9211.0 2858.0 42573.9 74.222%
20 1390 30553.7 9134.0 2780.0 42467.7 74.037%
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Table 5.7b Selection of a full tree

depth leaves index counts shape total rate
1 1 52879.2 46.0 5.0 52930.2 92.277%
2 2 50769.5 62.0 5.0 50836.6 88.627%
3 4 48955.5 98.0 5.0 49058.6 85.528%
4 8 47867.0 164.0 5.0 48036.0 83.745%
5 16 46960.3 292.0 5.0 47257.3 82.387%
6 32 46117.4 528.0 5.0 46650.4 81.329%
7 64 44701.1 942.0 5.0 45648.1 79.582%
8 128 42954.2 1654.0 5.0 44613.2 77.778%
9 256 39827.7 2871.0 5.0 42703.8 74.449%

10 512 37370.0 4842.0 5.0 42217.1 73.600%
11 1024 34401.8 7788.0 5.0 42194.8 73.561%
12 2048 30548.6 11786.0 5.0 42339.6 73.814%
13 4096 25968.2 16998.0 5.0 42971.3 74.915%
14 8192 21336.1 24608.0 5.0 45949.2 80.107%
15 16384 16923.4 35836.0 5.0 52764.4 91.988%
16 32767 13100.6 54901.0 5.0 68006.7 118.561%
17 65536 9822.6 92076.0 5.0 101903.7 177.656%
18 131072 7404.9 157880.0 5.0 165289.9 288.162%
19 262144 5742.1 289332.0 5.0 295079.1 514.434%
20 524287 4595.7 553449.0 5.0 558049.8 972.890%

Table 5.7e Compression rate as function of the input length

input length depth leaves rate
64 1 1 115.817%

128 2 2 91.365%
256 2 2 81.547%
512 4 4 76.700%

1024 2 2 75.782%
2048 20 34 52.723%
4096 20 34 26.573%
8192 20 34 14.083%

16384 17 241 28.926%
32768 20 463 58.022%
57360 11 459 72.800%
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Conclusions

The feasible amount of compression of a sequence depends on the complexity of this sequence,
which in return is related to the model by which it is judged. This model can be seen as
an interpretation of the data. The Kolmogorov complexity gives a good measure of the
complexity of the original NLR problem. Compression is related to a model, and therefore
it is not possible to talk of optimum compression, because the number of possible models is
infinite.

Adaptive methods can always perform as good as semi-adaptive methods, despite the
selection of the best model in the last case. The reason is that in this case the model must
be send to the decoder too. The splitting of model and index in the Ziv Lempel algorithm
doesn't improve its performance. This is the result of the good mixing of the description of
both model and index in the original adaptive method.

The semi-adaptive jigsaw method first sends the selected model of the sequence to the
decoder. Afterwards it sends the sequence coded according to this model to the decoder.
The selected model consist of the combinatorial information of a part of the context tree.
The counts of this tree contain a lot of dependencies, almost three quarter of the counts
are dependent. An efficient code for a tree that satisfies the suffix condition has not been
found. The index description can be effectively coded with a decrementing arithmetic coding
procedure.

The selection of the model can be done via the weighed context procedure. This turns out
to be an effective procedure in selecting a model, because the compression ratio and the size of
the selected model remains constant as the possible size of the model increases. Simulations
however show that the size of the selected part of the context tree is too small to capture
enough compression, because a coarse selection rule that increases the size ofthe model faster,
often attains more compression. Therefore more work has to be done in searching for a good
selection rule.

Simulations thus show that despite the good selection of the model the attained compres
sion isn't very good. The reason for this is the good mixing of the description of the model
and the index with an adaptive method. Only if the number of leafs of the selected model is
small, related to the number of possible leafs, the jigsaw method achieves a good compression.
This is the case if the sequence carries a complex structure, such as long text files.
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